
Help your city reduce crime
with cameras that see like a detective

Flock Safety provides an affordable, infrastructure-free automatic license plate reading (ALPR) camera
system for cities who want to reduce crime within a principled framework. Unlike traditional ALPR,
Flock uses Vehicle Fingerprint™ technology to transform hours of footage into a searchable database to
find the single piece of evidence needed, even when a license plate isn't visible.

Not your average security cameras

Infrastructure-Free and Discreet Design
With solar power and LTE connectivity, we
can install the devices almost anywhere.
And the beautiful design means it will blend
in with your city’s aesthetic.

Safety-as-a-Service
We install and maintain the devices, so you
can focus on running the city. That means
we will support you from procurement,
through permitting, and even preparing you
to present this project to the city council.

Vehicle Fingerprint Technology
Your officers can find vehicle evidence by
vehicle type, make, color, license plate
state, missing and covered plates, and other
unique features like bumper stickers,
decals, and roof racks.

“Flock Safety made my job easy. The system was up and running in
just a few weeks, and has proven to help our police department find the
evidence to solve more crime.”

City Manager in Ohio



Join 2500+ cities using Flock Safety
to eliminate crime

“Flock Safety continues to enhance 
and help our police department 
capture these vehicles and return the 
assets to their owners."

-Council member Josh McCurn of Lexington, KY 

Public Safety Technology Built with Principles 

You own the footage
We won’t share it or sell it. It’s 100% yours for your law enforcement to use to solve crime.

Protect resident privacy
All data automatically deletes by default every 30 days on a rolling basis and is encrypted with AES-256 encryption.

Promote transparency and accountability
Flock provides a transparency portal to share data with your community about how the devices work on an ongoing basis. 
Flock requires an investigative reason to search and proactively provides an audit report to city leadership.

Clear pricing and infrastructure free 
$2500 per camera / year. All the footage is stored in the cloud at no additional fee and there are no hidden costs.

Protect the Whole Community 
It takes all community members working together to eliminate crime, which is why we created a public-private partnership 
that enables businesses, neighborhoods, schools, and others to partner with your city and police department to build your 
network.

https://www.lex18.com/news/lex-in-depth/what-impact-are-flock-cameras-making-in-lexington



